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b) The extensive increase in street parking. In
some areas, such as the Parsonage Park development, the roads are so narrow that residents fear
that the emergency services would on occasion
be delayed while parked vehicles are moved. In
other areas, such as Park Road, which is a through
route out of town, parking on both sides of the
road results in larger vehicles having difficulty getting through, and occasional damage to the wing
mirrors of parked vehicles. A similar, though more
visible, problem exists in both High Street and
Salisbury Street where stationary delivery vehicles
frequently cause traffic jams. These can be compounded by the difficulty that very large vehicles,
including buses, have in making the turn from
Bridge Street into Salisbury Street.

town itself and the surrounding villages is one of
its main attractions, together with the range of
other facilities it offers. It would not take the
demise of more than a few retail outlets for this to
be lost. To retain it, the traffic problem must be
dealt with so that the town gains a new reputation
for pedestrian friendliness.

There is increasing evidence that daytime street
parking by non-residents is affecting roads close to
the town centre at present without parking
restrictions.

Recommendation: As a first step towards solving
‘the intractable problem’ identified above, the
Highway Authority should be requested to
undertake a feasibility study to ascertain the
viability of creating a one way system to reduce
the pressure of heavy traffic through the town
centre. Several schemes proposed in the 1980’s
could be re-examined.

c) Large vehicles using streets in the town.A number of visitors to the public consultation spoke of
their fear of coming into town because of the very
large vehicles that come through with tyres rubbing the kerb edges and wing mirrors overhanging the footways. When two such vehicles meet,
in some places it is necessary for one at least to
mount the pavement in order for them to pass.
Pedestrians, particularly older folk and those with
young children, feel intimidated by this, and also
by the speed at which some vehicles travel
through the town.
See Recommendation about 20 mph
speed limit in Section 8
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Though such traffic issues do not lie directly within the remit of the Town Design Statement, they
are a crucial aspect of the overall ‘design’ of the
town. Good planning will have this in mind, with
proposals for major developments including an
assessment of their impact on the traffic issues
affecting the town and containing proposals to
ameliorate this growing problem.

2. Space with development potential
As has been stated, Fordingbridge has a tradition
of gradual development spread through several
centuries. It will not be desirable to make what is
currently the town into a museum to past domestic and commercial architectural achievement.
The town is a living entity and will require future
development to retain this character. The issue is
where such development can take place.

Concern about traffic in Fordingbridge town centre is not new. The High Street and Salisbury Street
are at present necessary access roads to the
Fordingbridge Business Park, and the Ashford and
Sandleheath Industrial estates. The problems that
arise from this are well recorded elsewhere and
are acknowledged in the Local Plan. To date, the
considered response has been one of resignation
to an intractable problem.

The land available will be either infill / brown site
or hitherto undeveloped ground. It is clear that
the land currently available is severely restricted.
The town is surrounded by open countryside, the
Ashford Gap, flood plain and water meadows, and
extensive areas affected by mineral rights. In addition, some areas are within vistas from the western
escarpment of the New Forest National Park and
can only be developed if there is agreement
between the neighbouring authorities.

If nothing is done, the problem created by
through traffic will eventually solve itself because
trade will fall as it becomes less and less attractive
to shop and do business in Fordingbridge. The
diversity of retail outlets serving the needs of the

These constraints will tend towards increased
density within developments and further erosion
of the surrounding countryside. Increased density
is likely to exacerbate the traffic problems identified above. Incursion into the countryside will be
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detrimental to the natural environment, with
potentially injurious consequences to the valuable
ecological position of the town within the Avon
valley. The treatment of gardens as brown field
sites works against environmental benefit and
risks producing ecological wastelands. In consequence, the location of new developments is critical.
See Guideline App1.1 concerning planning
applications for new developments.

3. Area wide enhancement
Earmarked land. One piece of ground is earmarked in the Local Plan for leisure and recreational use. This lies to the east of the Whitsbury
Road and the north of the old railway track, and
borders the north-westerly aspect of the Burgate
schools complex. Some people question whether
this site is suitably located for the purpose identified, some considering that the old railway track
would make an ideal relief access road for the
schools complex. It is possible that the two ideas
could be combined, the greater use of the boundary for access also offering increased security for
children who may one day use the recreational
space if the intention of the Local Plan is carried
through.
A wasted asset? There can be little doubt that the
situation of Fordingbridge on the river Avon is a
huge attraction. The view from the ancient bridge
opens up vistas of great beauty but these are
restricted by the absence of a walk way on its
southern side. The narrowness of the walkway
extension on the north side does not encourage
the visitor to linger. The western boundary of the
recreation ground affords the only access for riverside walking. The view from here is mainly of the
rear of the properties on the opposite bank.
The desire of very many residents for greater
access to the river bank was quantified in the
preparation of the Town Health Check and is clearly set out within it. In earlier generations, leisure
activity on the river itself was a significant focal
point. Such activity is unlikely to be regained but
the resource of the river side holds considerable
potential. A scheme some years ago to throw a
bridge across the river to create a circular walk
along the riverside and through the town centre
was not adopted.
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Recommendation: The Planning Policies already
set out in Policies FB-2, 3 and 4 of the Local Plan
should be pursued with vigour by the relevant
authorities to enable access to the west bank of
the river.
An extended circular walk could be created using
the Avon Valley Path southwards from the rear of
St. Mary’s church, an existing footpath crossing the
water meadows to Bickton Mill, and a new footpath/cycleway northwards from Bickton to the
recreation ground along the east bank of the river.
The latter has already been proposed in the current Local Plan.
The evidence of local desire for greater access to
the riverside suggests that the creation of such a
circular walk would greatly enhance the leisure
and recreational facilities available to local residents and would be of attraction to visitors to the
area.

4. Wider policy concerns
The draft Local Development
Framework (LDF) for the period
2006-2026, will, when approved,
replace the current Local Plan. It
envisages the completion of up
to 290 new dwellings in and
around Fordingbridge during
that period (approximately 15
per year). Up to 170 (9 per year)
of these are to be provided withView northwards from Bickton Mill showing
in the current built-up area, preroute of proposed path on east bank
sumably by in-filling and development of small parcels of land.
The remainder would have to be built on land
around the boundary of the current built-up area.
The LDF states that developments within the
town should be “consistent with maintaining and
enhancing its character and quality of life”. In the
light of the character of Fordingbridge described
in the town design statement, it is suggested
strongly that this should be interpreted to mean (a) In-fill development
The Guidelines listed in Section 13 numbered G.1
to G.8 should be followed as far as possible.
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(b) New-ground development
Although a town design statement cannot suggest
where the new developments should be situated,
it is accepted that some will probably be on the
northern edge of the town, close to the Burgate
schools campus. It is recommended that any
development in this area should include:
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the provision of a grassed recreational area of
sufficient size to allow ball games to be played;
improvements to the access to the primary
and junior schools to alleviate the additional
vehicular and footpath requirements arising
from the increased number of children associated with the new development;
consideration of the need for a one-way system for Park Road to offset the extra traffic to
and from the centre of the town;
retention of the gap between Fordingbridge
and Tinkers Cross to preserve as far as possible
the area’s rural aspect and environmental
value that will be jeopardised if it is completely in-filled with housing.
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The following documents were consulted during
the preparation of this Town Design Statement:


Fordingbridge – A Conservation Area Appraisal,
June 2001 - The Health Check, 2007



Bickton – draft Conservation Area Appraisal,
2007



New Forest District Local Plan First Alteration,
February 2005



NFDC Housing Design, Density and Character,
April 2006



New Forest District Local Development
Framework, Core Strategy Development Plan
Document, Preferred Options, October 2007



Hampshire Minerals Plan – Regulation 26
Consultation



Planning Policy Statement 7: Sustainable
Development in Rural Area, 2004



New Forest District – Supplementary Planning
Document – The provision of car parking
space in residential development, February
2008
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Appendix 3: CONSULTATION
PROCESS
In the autumn of 2006, Councillor Mike Shand as
chair of the Fordingbridge Community Forum
wrote to the many organisations within the town
inviting them to send representatives to a meeting
to be held in January 2007 to begin the process of
preparing a new Fordingbridge Town Design
Statement.This would replace an existing piece of
work that had been overtaken by changing parameters set by the local authority.
The process started with a meeting on 23 January
2007 attended by 40 or so local residents who
responded directly, or were representatives of various organisations. This meeting was held under
the auspices of the Community Forum, with representatives of the New Forest District Council
and Phil Turner MRTPI, of Planning Aid South present to help describe the task to be undertaken.
Several working parties were formed to examine
and describe different areas of the town against a
number of parameters.
From February to November 2007 seven meetings
were held to review the work submitted by the
working parties and agree the content of the
Design Statement. The final meeting on 27
November made arrangements for the latest draft
to be submitted for public consultation at the
town’s Late Night Shopping programme of events
to be held on Friday, 14th December 2007.
On the 14 December 2007 a display was set up in
the Salvation Army hall adjacent to the main
access to the central car park. The consultation
itself had been widely advertised through posters
placed around the town and in local media content. Key sections were displayed in large print
format and full copies were also available. Over 50
people attended, some spending considerable
time reading the display and/or discussing issues
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with members of the working group. All spare
copies of the draft were given to members of the
public, and a further 20 copies were delivered
after the meeting. All copies included a response
form to obtain comments from the community.
Six replies were received and where appropriate
the draft was amended. Several issues raised did
not fall within the remit of the town design statement.
On the 22 January 2008 a meeting of the working
group was held to discuss the results of the public
consultation, and agree any amendments necessary. An extra Appendix was added to reflect the
wider concerns of several members of the team
and the public on the future development of the
town. The revised text was circulated to all who
had expressed an interest in the project seeking
any additional comments and, in particular, identification of any errors of fact that remained.
Comments from within the local community overwhelmingly supported the draft, in both shape of
document and content of the sections. Some
errors of fact were identified and corrected.
On 13 August 2008 the planning committee of
Fordingbridge Town Council endorsed the final
draft for adoption by the New Forest District
Council.
On 5th November 2008, New Forest District
Council formally endorsed the Fordingbridge
Town Design Statement with the status of
Supplementary Guidance commensurate in
weight in decision making of a Supplementary
Planning Document. In an associated decision,
authority was given to the Planning Policy
Manager to agree a few necessary editorial
changes.These occur in Note 2 in the Introduction
where the word ‘normally’ has been introduced,
and in Guidelines G.2 and 9.8 where, respectively,
vehicle provision has been increased to 2.5 and
the word ‘large’ introduced.
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